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Carry the Light is a gorgeous collection of 17th century Baroque melodies that are arranged with

improvised harmonies by pianist Sharon K. Cooper. --Kathy Parsons, Reviewer 15 MP3 Songs

CLASSICAL: New Age, NEW AGE: Healing Details: Sharon K. Cooper, M.A. has a substantive history as

a spiritual retreat leader, liturgist, published hymn composer. Review:

solopianopublications.com/reviews/cooper.htm The neo-classical musical expressions on this recording

point to a Light born from those who expressed it during 17th century Europe when survival was as

vulnerable as it is now. Human beings across the ages, across cultural divides, and through many

language barriers have asserted that this Light is greater than any one of us. The timeless melodies and

improvised harmonies on this recording rise from within my own heart. They extol a Love that is unitive

and a true Light that is restorative in a 21st century context where wars and the divided human mind have

taken on new weavings and dimensions. A renewed vision of hope unfolds in the contemporary titles and

brief reflections of the improvised Baroque pieces. The recording closes with a familiar tune, Beach

Spring, attributed to a 19th century composer. The title given to this closing, "Loving One, Rise Up and

Heal Us" melds with the healing music and soothing rhythms of the Beach Spring melody and provides a

restful but confident ending in a Higher Love that permeates the Universe with an eternal life-giving Spirit.

Thank you for offering your listening heart and ear to this musical adventure, "Carry the Light!" The

original Baroque tunes of these pieces are public domain. Appropriate credits are given to original

composers. This album constitutes the development of a theme and meets all the legal requirements

thereof with the integrity of the one who has arranged the music. The arrangements and themes of this cd

are copyrighted and may not be duplicated without permission.
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